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At Bluebonnet Lake (Texas Crossroads Book #1)
National Geographic Books
"First rule in this line of business: don't sleep with
the client." My name's Kate Kane, and when an
eight-hundred-year-old vampire prince came to
me with a case, I should have told her no. But
I've always been a sucker for a femme fatale. It
always goes the same way. You move too fast,
you get in too deep, and before you know it,
someone winds up dead. Last time it was my
partner. This time it could be me. Yesterday a

werewolf was murdered outside the Velvet, the
night-time playground of one of the most
powerful vampires in England. Now half the
monsters in London are at each other's throats,
and the other half are trying to get in my pants.
The Witch Queen will protect her own, the
wolves are out for vengeance, and the vampires
are out for, y'know, blood. I've got a killer on the
loose, a war on the horizon, and a scotch on the
rocks. It's going to be an interesting day.
Falling For My Mum Foxtales Publications
-- NOTE: This book ends on a cliffhanger!
See how Arden and Caspian's love story
ends in the third book, coming Summer
2018! --
Husband Material Carina Press
Previously published; newly
revised by author I like my women
like I like my whiskey: liable to
kill me. The two parts of being a

paranormal private investigator I
could really do without are being
forced to eat bananas by an
animated statue with a potassium
fixation, and being put on trial
for murder by a self-appointed
council of vampire oligarchs. To
be fair, I did kind of do it (the
murder, not the bananas). But I
was kind of saving my girlfriend,
who is kind of one of them. On top
of this, I’ve also wound up with a
primordial queen of the damned
trying to strangle me in my
dreams. And the conspiracy of
undead wizards who tried to
sacrifice me fifteen years ago has
decided that now is the best
possible time to give it another
go. Throw in the woman who left me
for a tech start-up, the old
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girlfriend who I might sort of owe
eternal mystical fealty to and a
werewolf “it girl” who can’t
decide if she wants to eat me in
the good way or the bad way, and
I’m beginning to think life would
be easier if I made better
choices. Then again, it’d be a
whole lot less fun. This book is
approximately 98,000 words

How to Belong with a Billionaire Hachette
UK
Fifty-two-year-old Maurice “Teardrop”
Williams is a world famous blues
man—singer, guitarist, and songwriter. But
since Maureen, his wife of thirty years,
died seven months ago, Teardrop has lost
the joy he once found in performing
music on the road with his band, the
Tearmakers. With his light-blue guitar
called Lillian, he returns home to Walker
City, Iowa. Finding it difficult and lonely
to stay in the home he once shared with
Maureen, he moves in with his daughter,
Arlene, and his seven-year-old grandson,
Jamal. Teardrop is devoted to Maureen’s
memory and counts on Arlene’s and
Jamal’s companionship and support. It
isn’t until three years later, when twenty-
five-year-old freelance journalist Ursula
Jenkins arrives from New York City to
interview Teardrop for an assignment,
that his world begins to change. Ursula

comes away from the interview
discovering things about herself she had
not bargained for, including an attraction
to this once-famous musician. As the
relationship deepens, Arlene feels she
must continue to protect her mother’s
place in her father’s heart and tries to do
what she can to put an end to Teardrop’s
and Ursula’s partnership. The couple
faces issues of age, family and loss, and
only time will tell whether love really can
conquer all things.

A Lady for a Duke HQN Books
Fall in love with Ethan & Wyatt in
bestselling author K.A. Mitchell's
male/male trilogy Getting Him Back Ethan
may have followed his high school
sweetheart to college only to get dumped
his first day there, but that won't stop him
from exploring his new life. Things start
looking up when he meets Wyatt, who's
mysterious, grouchy, hot—and possibly not
gay. When their friendship deepens into
something neither expects, Ethan has a new
challenge: convince Wyatt this isn't just a
pity fling, but something more serious.
Boyfriend Material Physically, it's easy for
Ethan and Wyatt to be together—sort of.
Privacy is hard to come by in a dorm, but
finding ways to connect is half the fun.

Emotionally, though, Wyatt isn't sure if a
relationship is something he can make
last—years of hiding his emotions have left
him with shaky self-confidence. And when
it's time to head home for the holidays, their
steamy on-campus connection may not
translate so well to the real world⋯
Relationship Status Life doesn't come with
a syllabus. Together, Ethan and Wyatt are
getting the hang of real life, when a new
responsibility for Wyatt throws everything
off balance. Ethan's doing everything he can
to prove he's in this forever, while Wyatt is
torn between a future with Ethan and a
debt to the past. Too bad they didn't cover
this in college. This book is approximately
85,000 words
Corrupt Idol Lulu Press, Inc
Five-year old Stephen's mother is dead, yet her
spirit hovers over Stephen. It urges him to go
down to the basement, where the wooden box
etched with demons is kept. For Stephen is
meant to be the demons' instrument to punish
his mommy's persecutors. Original.
Forever
This is the FoxTales edition of the book previously
published by Samhain Publishing. Other than the
cover art and description, the book is the
same.Hundreds of years ago, on a wild sea coast,
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two bold-hearted men met in combat and
love...This is the story of Caius, a Christian monk
struggling to reconcile his sensual nature with his
newfound faith, and of Fenrir, a ferocious Viking
raider abandoned by his comrades and left for
dead. When Caius takes pity on the wounded man,
his brethren are horrified: what kind of wolf has
Cai brought into the fold?But only when Cai and
Fen join forces can the monastery of Fara be saved
from the raiders from the east. And Fara holds a
secret worth guarding, a legendary amulet with the
power to bind even the might of the Vikings. Fen,
his heart divided between old loyalties and a new
love, must make a decision which could shatter his
own heart and Cai's into the bargain.Will there
ever be peace and a future for these brothers of the
wild North Sea?
Ethan & Wyatt Lyn Gala
Curl up this Christmas with a sparkling
romance filled with: Irresistible friends-to-
lovers romance The kiss that changed
everything Warm nights on the family
Christmas tree farm All your favorite
Christmas songs! Nick Winter is just out of
the military, and his Christmas
homecoming is not going as planned. What
was supposed to be a memorable holiday
with his long-time girlfriend goes sour when
he learns she cheated on him while he was
stationed overseas. At least Nick can rely on

his usual shift at the family Christmas tree
farm with his best friend, Noel Carter, and
her endless supply of Christmas tunes to lift
his spirits. A night of fun together is just
what he needs to forget about his ex. But
then they kiss. And it feels...so right. If Noel
can turn Nick's Blue Christmas merry and
bright, this might be the last Christmas Nick
spends with a broken heart. This year,
they'll be Rockin' Around the Christmas
Tree as a couple—as long as Nick's ex
doesn't go standing under any mistletoe.
"Codi Hall brings all the feels."—Monica
Murphy, New York Times bestselling
author
Keeping a Warrior Montlake Romance
"A breathtaking tale of passion and
adventure in the untamed skies "
Prosperity, 1863: a lawless skytown where
varlets, chancers, and ne'er-do-wells risk
everything to chase a fortune in the clouds,
and where a Gaslight guttersnipe named
Piccadilly is about to cheat the wrong man.
This mistake will endanger his life . . . and
his heart. "Thrill "As our hero battles
dreadful kraken above Prosperity. "Gasp "
As the miracles of clockwork engineering
allow a dead man to wreak his vengeance

upon the living. "Marvel "At the aerial
escapades of the aethership, "Shadowless."
"Beware "The licentious and unchristian
example set by the opium-addled
navigatress, Miss Grey. "Disapprove
Strongly "Of the utter moral iniquity of the
dastardly crime prince, Milord. "Swoon "
At the dashing skycaptain, Byron Kae.
"Swoon Again " At the tormented
clergyman, Ruben Crowe. This volume
(available in print, and for the first time on
mechanical book-reading devices) contains
the complete original text of Piccadilly's
memoirs as first serialised in "All the Year
Round." Some passages may prove
unsettling to unmarried gentlemen of a
sensitive disposition.
Vince and Joy iUniverse
Before RuPaul's Drag Race propelled the
cultural phenomenon into the global spotlight,
drag had been around for thousands of years.
Immerse yourself in the rich history of drag in
this lusciously illustrated guide, brimming with
dazzling colors and fabulous facts, all held
together with a unique Swiss binding that lets
each spread lay flat so that you can experience
this book in all its trailblazing glory! The
history of drag has been formed by many
intersections: fashion, theatre, sexuality and
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politics--all coming together to create the show
stopping entertainment millions witness today.
In this extensive work, Jake Hall delves deep
into the ancient beginnings of drag, to present
day and beyond. Vibrant illustrations enhance
the rich history from Kabuki theatre to
Shakespearean, the revolutionary Stonewall
riots to the still thriving New York ballroom
scene. Nothing will go undocumented in this
must-have documentation of all things drag.
Fire & Water Carina Press
"I want to be a good man. In every aspect
of my life I’m a model citizen except
when it comes to you." Once upon a time,
he was her everything—protector, best
friend, hero. She looked up to him and
trusted him with her life. In one selfish
move, he ruined everything and broke her
in the process. It’s been five years and the
moment she hoped to avoid is here. She’s
about to come face to face with her step-
brother, Jesse Sampson, corrupt idol and
her personal nightmare. She’s going to
show him how little he affects her. She’ll
never let him back in. ⋯But he has other
plans. Author's Note: This is a dark, taboo
romance novel with triggers and mature
themes that may make some readers
uncomfortable.

We Are Not Broken eKensington
The universe is a glitterball I hold in the
palm of my hand.Once the golden boy of
the English literary scene, now a clinically
depressed writer of pulp crime fiction, Ash
Winters has given up on love, hope,
happiness, and — most of all — himself.
He lives his life between the cycles of his
illness, haunted by the ghosts of other
people’s expectations.Then a chance
encounter at a stag party throws him into
the arms of Essex boy Darian Taylor, an
aspiring model who lives in a world of hair
gel, fake tans, and fashion shows. By his
own admission, Darian isn’t the crispest
lettuce in the fridge, but he cooks a mean
cottage pie and makes Ash laugh,
reminding him of what it’s like to step
beyond the boundaries of anxiety.But Ash
has been living in his own shadow for so
long that he can’t see past the glitter to
the light. Can a man who doesn’t trust
himself ever trust in happiness? And how
can a man who doesn’t believe in
happiness ever fight for his own?
A Creed Country Christmas Dinah Harper
"Our favourite chaos demon & stern brunch
daddy return in this delicious, ridiculous, and

often poignant romcom about all the ways love
can grow." —Talia Hibbert, New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author WANTED:
One (very real) husband, nowhere near perfect
but desperately trying his best In BOYFRIEND
MATERIAL, Luc and Oliver met, pretended
to fall in love, fell in love for real, dealt with
heartbreak and disappointment and family and
friends...and somehow figured out a way to
make it work. Now it seems like everyone
around them is getting married, and Luc's
feeling the social pressure to propose. But it'll
take more than four weddings, a funeral, and a
hotly contested rainbow balloon arch to get
these two from "I don't know what I'm doing"
to "I do". Good thing Oliver is such perfect
HUSBAND MATERIAL. "Brilliance on every
single page."—Christina Lauren, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author, for
Boyfriend Material "The apotheosis of the rom-
com."—Entertainment Weekly, A+ Review,
for Boyfriend Material "Every once in a while
you read a book that you want to SCREAM
FROM ROOFTOPS about. I'm screaming,
people!"—Sonali Dev, award-winning author,
for Boyfriend Material "FAKE DATING,
REAL FEELINGS, BEST JOKES."—Olivia
Waite, award-winning author, for Boyfriend
Material "Fresh and vibrant."—Annie Carl,
The Neverending Bookshop (Edmonds, WA),
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for Boyfriend Material
Paris Daillencourt Is About to Crumble
Hachette UK
Marketing maven Kate Sherwood's world is
fast-paced, challenging, and always changing.
The last thing she wants to do is slow down to
a crawl at Rainbow's End, a dilapidated resort
in the Texas Hill Country. But she cannot
deny her ailing grandmother's request to visit
the place where she and her deceased husband
spent one glorious week (albeit fifty years ago).
There Kate meets Greg Vange, the resort's
handyman. But there's more to Greg than
meets the eye--billions more, in fact, as he
recently sold his successful software company
and is at the resort in search of what's next for
his life. Kate isn't looking for romance, but she
can't deny the sparks of attraction that fly
every time she and Greg are together. She
even starts to see potential in the rundown
resort. Could there be a future there? Or will
Kate's long-sought promotion take her back to
the big city? Amanda Cabot invites readers to
step away from the pressures of the daily grind.
They might be surprised by what they find at
Rainbow's End.
I Want to Kiss You in Public Harlequin
So, yeah, I play Heroes of Legend, y'know, the
MMO. I'm not like obsessed or addicted or
anything. It's just a game. Anyway, there was

this girl in my guild who I really liked because
she was funny and nerdy and a great healer. Of
course, my mates thought it was hilarious I was
into someone I'd met online. And they thought
it was even more hilarious when she turned out
to be a boy IRL. But the joke's on them
because I still really like him. And now that
we're together, it's going pretty well. Except
sometimes I think Kit--that's his name, sorry I
didn't mention that--spends way too much time
in HoL. I know he has friends in the guild, but
he has me now, and my friends, and everyone
knows people you meet online aren't real. I
mean. Not Kit. Kit's real. Obviously. Oh, I'm
Drew, by the way. This is sort of my story.
About how I messed up some stuff and figured
out some stuff. And fell in love and stuff.
Something Fabulous Forever
Laurence Dalziel is worn down and washed up,
and for him, the BDSM scene is all played out. Six
years on from his last relationship, he's pushing
forty and tired of going through the motions of
submission.Then he meets Toby Finch. Nineteen
years old. Fearless, fierce, and vulnerable.
Everything Laurie can't remember being.Toby
doesn't know who he wants to be or what he wants
to do. But he knows, with all the certainty of youth,
that he wants Laurie. He wants him on his knees.
He wants to make him hurt, he wants to make him
beg, he wants to make him fall in love.The
problem is, while Laurie will surrender his body,

he won't surrender his heart. Because Toby is too
young, too intense, too easy to hurt. And what they
have-no matter how right it feels-can't last. It can't
mean anything.It can't be real.
Iron & Velvet Sourcebooks, Inc.
In this charming, witty, and weird fantasy novel,
Alexis Hall pays homage to Sherlock Holmes with
a new twist on those renowned characters. Upon
returning to the city of Khelathra-Ven after five
years fighting a war in another universe, Captain
John Wyndham finds himself looking for
somewhere to live, and expediency forces him to
take lodgings at 221b Martyrs Walk. His new
housemate is Ms. Shaharazad Haas, a consulting
sorceress of mercurial temperament and dark
reputation. When Ms. Haas is enlisted to solve a
case of blackmail against one of her former lovers,
Miss Eirene Viola, Captain Wyndham is drawn
into a mystery that leads him from the salons of the
literary set to the drowned back-alleys of Ven and
even to a prison cell in lost Carcosa. Along the way
he is beset by criminals, menaced by pirates,
molested by vampires, almost devoured by mad
gods, and called upon to punch a shark. But the
further the companions go in pursuit of the elusive
blackmailer, the more impossible the case appears.
Then again, in Khelathra-Ven reality is flexible,
and the impossible is Ms. Haas' stock-in-trade.
How to Blow it with a Billionaire Nicola
Wall
"An irresistible queer romance."
—Publishers Weekly, starred review It’s
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not long before their pet-centric
arrangement sparks a person-centric
desire⋯ Simon Burke has always preferred
animals to people. When the countdown to
adopting his own dog is unexpectedly put
on hold, Simon turns to the PetShare app to
find the fluffy TLC he’s been missing.
Meeting a grumpy children’s book
illustrator who needs a dog walker isn’t
easy for the man whose persistent anxiety
has colored his whole life, but Jack
Matheson’s menagerie is just what Simon
needs. Four dogs, three cats and counting.
Jack’s pack of rescue pets is the only
company he needs. But when a bad fall
leaves him with a broken leg, Jack is forced
to admit he needs help. That the help comes
in the form of the most beautiful man he’s
ever seen is a complicated, glorious surprise.
Being with Jack—talking, walking, making
out—is a game changer for Simon. And
Simon’s company certainly⋯eases the
pain of recovery for Jack. But making a real
relationship work once Jack’s cast comes
off will mean compromise, understanding
and lots of love. Carina Adores is home to
romantic love stories where LGBTQ+
characters find their happily-ever-afters.

Garnet Run Book 1: Better Than People
Book 2: Best Laid Plans Book 3: The Lights
on Knockbridge Lane
Boyfriend Material GlitterlandThe universe is
a glitterball I hold in the palm of my
hand.Once the golden boy of the English
literary scene, now a clinically depressed writer
of pulp crime fiction, Ash Winters has given up
on love, hope, happiness, and — most of all —
himself. He lives his life between the cycles of
his illness, haunted by the ghosts of other
people’s expectations.Then a chance
encounter at a stag party throws him into the
arms of Essex boy Darian Taylor, an aspiring
model who lives in a world of hair gel, fake
tans, and fashion shows. By his own admission,
Darian isn’t the crispest lettuce in the fridge,
but he cooks a mean cottage pie and makes
Ash laugh, reminding him of what it’s like to
step beyond the boundaries of anxiety.But Ash
has been living in his own shadow for so long
that he can’t see past the glitter to the light.
Can a man who doesn’t trust himself ever
trust in happiness? And how can a man who
doesn’t believe in happiness ever fight for his
own?For RealLaurence Dalziel is worn down
and washed up, and for him, the BDSM scene
is all played out. Six years on from his last
relationship, he's pushing forty and tired of
going through the motions of submission.Then

he meets Toby Finch. Nineteen years old.
Fearless, fierce, and vulnerable. Everything
Laurie can't remember being.Toby doesn't
know who he wants to be or what he wants to
do. But he knows, with all the certainty of
youth, that he wants Laurie. He wants him on
his knees. He wants to make him hurt, he wants
to make him beg, he wants to make him fall in
love.The problem is, while Laurie will
surrender his body, he won't surrender his
heart. Because Toby is too young, too intense,
too easy to hurt. And what they have-no matter
how right it feels-can't last. It can't mean
anything.It can't be real.Husband Material
Liam loves his life as a linguist and trader on
the Rownt homeworld, but he has ignored his
heart and sexual needs for years. After
escaping the horrors of war, he wants a boring
life. He won't risk letting anyone come too
close because he won't risk letting anyone see
his deeply submissive nature. For him,
submission comes with pain. Life burned that
lesson into his soul from a young age. This fear
keeps him from noticing that the Rownt trader
Ondry cares for him. Ondry may not
understand humans, but he recognizes a
wounded soul, and his need to protect Liam is
quickly outpacing his common sense. They
may have laws, culture, and incompatible
genitalia in their way, but Ondry knows that
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he can find a way to overcome all that if he can
just overcome the ghosts of Liam's past. Only
then can he take possession of a man he has
grown to respect.
Prosperity Sourcebooks, Inc.
Sometimes the only hope for the walking
wounded is in each other’s arms. Devon
Lowe is a survivor. A survivor of war. Of
combat. And of a betrayal by men she
considered her brothers-in-arms. But her
trailblazing work as a Cultural Support
Team member working alongside the navy
SEALs is too important for her to back
down now. Fresh off a painful breakup, air
force pararescueman Rhys Halloran
recognizes Devon’s trauma for what it
is—something that’s left her isolated but
far from irreparably damaged. With
Devon’s trust still lying shattered back in
Afghanistan, putting her faith in a man
who’s nursing a broken heart isn’t easy.
But she’s tired of people making her feel
weak, and Rhys makes her feel anything
but, sparking a heated attraction that was
never part of the plan. With all eyes on
Devon to prove herself in a brutal man’s
world, having it all will mean putting her
heart on the line like never before. But

when it comes to Rhys, it’s an uphill battle
she’s ready to fight. Publisher’s Note:
Keeping a Warrior deals with topics some
readers may find difficult, including past
sexual assault. This book is approximately
92,000 words One-click with confidence.
This title is part of the Carina Press
Romance Promise: all the romance you’re
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a
promise!
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